
What is a fish?

write and colour

                 name:



Fish have legs

Fish have legs



Err well they have fins 
BUT this one has special fins. 
It looks like it is walking!



Fish are plants

Fish are plants



Err.. well.... They are animals. BUT... 
This fish has a body that looks like seaweed.



Fish sit on the ground.

Fish sit on the ground.



Umm OK so they normally swim in the water ... BUT... 
this fish likes to pretend it’s a rock.



Fish jump out of the water 
to breathe.

Fish jump out of the water 
to breathe.



Err.. OK. so.. These are flying fish. 
They swim so fast they zoom into the air. 
Fish have gills for breathing.  
The air they need is in the water.



Fish have tentacles

Fish have tentacles



Did I say tentacles? I meant scales, scales. 
Fish have scales! 
Some are very big and make fish look like pineapples. 
Most are small and can make fish look shiny. 



Fish have bendy bones.

Fish have bendy bones.



Err.. Ok, so... sharks have bendy bones. 
It’s called cartilage. 
You have it in your nose and ears.

Fish have hard bones, like in your arms and legs. 
Fish have lots of bones all in a line.
It is called a backbone.



Fish live on the sand

Fish live on the sand



Well yeah.. that is what I meant! 
The sand that is underwater. 
Fish live in water and some live on the sand.... that is 

underwater. See:



Fish like to be hot on Mondays.

Fish like to be hot on Mondays.



Or cold. 
Yes I definitely meant hot or cold. 
Fish are hot or cold they turn whatever 
temperature the water is. 
Cold in cold. 
Hot in hot. 
Even if it’s a Monday.

Or a Tuesday.



Fish are slimy

Fish are slimy



Yep they sure are! 
Totally gooey. 
Slime helps them slip and slide through the water. 
Some even sleep in slime, or worse ... 
eat it for breakfast! 
Breakfast!  
EW



Well...
I got some right.
Pretty good for a shark!



The end



OK. 
Maybe a bit more.



There are all sorts of fish but the things that 
make a fish a fish are:

1. Fins
2. Gills
3. Scales
4. A Backbone
5. Live in water
6. Don’t control their temperature 



Here are the fish that you met.
They are a bit different to other fish BUT 
different is AWESOME!

Mudskippers
Mudskippers love mud! 
With extra muscles and special fins mudskippers can walk, jump, climb, 
dig burrows and build walls in the mud. They can come out of the 
water because they carry water with them, are able breathe through 
their skin (not just their gills) and stay moist. 

Leafy Seadragon
Found only in the southern waters of Australia, seadragons swim 
slowly. By looking and acting like seaweed seadragons are very 
hard to find! They can easily sneak up on their food, then with a 
snap of their head seadragons suck shrimp into their long toothless 
mouth and swallow them whole!  
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Flyingfish
Flyingfish have so many fast predators, they 
have had to come up with a totally different 
way of escaping - leaping out of the water 
and gliding through the air!
To create enough speed to break through the 
water and into the air flyingfish have a 
torpedo shaped body and large wing-like fins.

Pineapplefish
Big prickly yellow scales with black edges make 
this fish look like a pineapple. 
Only found in Australia, pineapplefish like to live 
in caves and have glowing lips to lure food into 
their mouth.

Flathead
This fish also likes to hide on the seafloor but it doesn’t 
try to look like a rock - it tries to look like the sand!
To do this it’s body is long but flat, it buries part of 
it’s body in the sand, and it’s skin is spotty just like the 
sand. To protect itself if has painful spikes near its gills.  

Parrotfish
Night time predators often have a great sense of 
smell so even if they can’t see you - they can smell 
you! This makes staying safe hard - unless of 
course you are a parrotfish and can blow a slime 
bubble so big that you can sleep in it.

It takes a parrotfish about an hour to blow their 
bubble. The bubble blocks their smell so predators 
can’t find them. 

During the night all sorts of plankton, algae and 
debris gets stuck in the slime - a ready made 
breakfast for the parrotfish, or one of its friends. 

Stonefish 
Stonefish spend most of their time perched on the bottom of 
the sea, looking and acting just like a rock! 
To help their disguise stonefish are dark brown and covered in 
warty bumps, sand and slime. 
With eyes on top of their head they can look above for food 
- if there is something they want to eat stonefish leap up in 
less than a second to grab it in their huge mouth.


